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Find in the mirror - for find the difference fans is free on App Store
Published on 08/17/12
Are you a find the difference fan? Find in the mirror is the new find the difference game
developed for iPad. Keep your eyes skinned and stay focused, because animals in motion
make your search more difficult. Animals in motion, mirror images and time run outs are
the elements which make a classical pastime game truly exciting. It is an excellent
pastime to challenge your friends, thanks to the local high score system, which allows you
to save the score obtained at each level.
Rome, Italy - Available for sale on the App Store from today, Find in the mirror is the
new find the difference game developed for iPad. Are you a find the difference fan?
Haven't you found a challenging one yet? Find in the mirror will make you crazy. In this
game you have to keep your eyes skinned and stay focused, because animals in motion designed with funny cartoon graphics - make your search more difficult.
Animals in motion, mirror images and time run outs are the elements which make a classical
pastime game truly exciting. So far everything might seem to be normal, but mirror images
further complicate the game: it's a puzzle. Moreover, time will be you enemy. Find in the
mirror is an excellent pastime to challenge your friends, thanks to the local high score
system, which allows you to save the score obtained at each level.
Game features:
* 7 differences for each level
* Motion images
* Mirror images
* Local high score system
Find in the mirror is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category. Soon a new version of the game will be ready with many more levels and
differences to find! Be the first to know!
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* Optimized for retinal display.
* 9.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
FindInTheMirrorLITE 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Games category.
Crismatica Consulting:
http://www.crismaticaconsulting.it
FindInTheMirrorLITE 1.0:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/findinthemirrorlite/id550414070
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/080/Purple/v4/46/dc/5f/46dc5fe5-048df990-c75c-759ae475b2ab/mzl.xtfebsbh.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/068/Purple/v4/70/74/27/70742727-5a0b-5276-a4ebf2d418977a64/mzl.daumhtdp.175x175-75.jpg
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Crismatica Consulting s.r.l. is a young and dynamic company which has been working on ICT
services and solutions since 2006. In the course of time, it has expanded its range of
products, integrating the development of information systems and application software with
iPhone, iPad and Android application development. Copyright (C) 2012 TinyPlanet Software
LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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